Threadbenders Guild
The Threadbenders consist of weavers, spinners and dyers from Baker and Union Counties in Northeast
Oregon. We meet on the 3rd Saturday of the month beginning at 10 am, at a member’s home, or
community space such as the library or Art Center if a larger facility is needed for the program. We
currently have 19 members. Our guild year begins in September and ends in June. There are no
regularly scheduled programs in July and August.

October 2017 – 7 members and 1 guest
enjoyed a field trip to the Imperial Stock
Ranch. Jeanne Carver and her husband Dan
welcomed us into their home and talked
about the history of the ranch and Columbia
sheep. Jeanne gave us a tour of the Ranch
buildings and talked about wool products
which they have produced over the years. It
was an enjoyable trip for everyone.

Imperial Stock Ranch
We were very pleased to hear Threadbenders were selected for a WeGO scholarship award for
2018. Plans are underway for a Beginning Weaving workshop with Vila Cox, which will include
much needed outreach into the community to share knowledge and enjoyment of handweaving.
The workshop is scheduled for October 12th – 14th 2018. Thank you WeGO!

November 2017 – 9 members and 1 guest
attended the November meeting at Crossroads
Carnegie Art Center. The program was a re-cap of
Mary Berent’s Designing Full Circle workshop for
those who could not attend. Kirsten talked about
Mary’s design circle and design process, Cynthia
showed samples from the workshop and Mickey
talked about yarn wrapping for design. The handson program included creating a wrapping based on
a magazine image.

Carol E. indigo dyed yarn from recent trip to Japan

December 2017 – 13 members and partners
attended the Holiday dinner party and
white elephant gift exchange at the Historic
Union Hotel. Fiber and non-fiber gifts with a
sense of humor were exchanged.

Fun times!

Kata showing off her aluminum swan.

January 2018 – 10 members and 1 guest attended
the January meeting. The program was a hands-on
exploration of lace weave structures presented by
Denine. 3 looms were on hand for experimenting
and weaving. Several members who weren’t familiar
with weaving lace expressed an interest in exploring
the structure more.

Carol E. experimenting with a lace weave.

February 2018 – 9 members and a guest attended
the February meeting at the Baker County Library.
Kata presented the hands-on program on Saori and
clasp weft weaving. 9 warped looms were on hand
so everyone could try the different looms and colors
of warp. There was a lot of interest in this free form
style of weaving.

Kata demonstrating clasp weft technique

March 2018 – 10 members and 4 guests attended
the March meeting at Ann Wyatt’s home. Ann
discussed her experiences with rug braiding which
began with digging through bins of wool in
San Francisco in the late 50’s. She demonstrated
her technique and talked about how to prepare the
wool strips and how she stitches the braids
together to form the rug.

Ann demonstrating braiding recycled wool for rugs

A lot of enthusiasm has been expressed for the opportunity to have the WeGO Colors Gone Wild
traveling exhibition in our region and Threadbenders are planning weaving, spinning and basketry
demonstrations as well as hand-on experiences for the public at Crossroads Carnegie Art Center in
Baker City during the exhibition in July and August.

